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Abstract

The recently proposed Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) [1] technique can simultaneously estimate multiple parameters through dictionary matching. It
has promising potentials in a wide range of applications. However, MRF introduces errors due to undersampling during the data acquisition process and the limitation of
dictionary resolution. In this paper, we investigate the error source of MRF and propose the technologies of improving the quality of MRF with compressed sensing, error
prediction by decision trees, and adaptive filtering. Experimental results support our observations and show significant improvement of the proposed technologies.

Introduction and Background

Simulation Results

Magnetic Resonance Fingerprinting (MRF) has the potential to quantitatively examine
many magnetic resonance parameters simultaneously. The framework is illustrated in
the following figure.

 Based on an IR-bSSFP sequence using a pseudorandomized series of flip angles
and repetition time.
 One set of T1, T2 and off-resonance frequency maps are used for training decision
trees.
 Another two sets of maps are simulated for test.
Our proposed approach (CS-Tree8AF) has the best performance under both
measurements and significantly improve the quality of parameter maps estimated
with MRF.
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Quantitative Evaluation of the proposed algorithms
Left\Right: PSNR(dB)\SSIM
MRF: The method in the [1].
 CS+MRF: The kspace data is reconstructed by Compressed Sensing before the
dictionary matching process.
 CS-Tree8AF: Our proposed method.

Largest entry

Inner product
{T1 , T1 , df }xˆ  (k )
The dictionary is precalculated using the Bloch equation. It includes all possible
combinations of parameters given the same set of experimental parameters {TR, FA}t .
where  is the mapping from a dictionary index to the corresponding parameters T1 , T2
and df .

Our Contribution
We investigated the error sources of MRF and have the following observations.
 The aliasing artifacts caused by undersampling can be observed in the estimated
parameters maps.
 Most errors happen when a true parameter lies between dictionary entries. And the
estimated parameter may be far away from the ground truth, which leads to large
errors.

No. of pixels
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Correct pixels

Incorrect pixels

Histograms of the largest similarities between the signal evolutions and the dictionary.
Compressed Sensing (CS) [2] is applied to reconstruct all the k-space data at each
sampling time point before the matching process.
 The correctness of every pixel on each parameter map is predicted by a separately
trained decision tree[3]. The prediction is based on the largest matching similarities
and corresponding indices among all the dictionary entries.
 If a pixel is predicted as error, it is replaced with the result of convolving its neighbor
pixels with an adaptive filter.

T1 map
T2 map
off-resonance frequency map
From top to bottom: ground truth, MRF, CS+MRF and CS-Tree8AF.

The adaptive filter is defined as:
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The center pixel p is excluded in Eq. (1) because it may have large error. I p is the
estimated parameter at neighbor pixel p j . W is a normalization factor. s p j is the largest
similarity of dictionary matching at pixel p j .
j

Ground truth

CS+MRF

CS+MRF
with Gaussian filtering

CS+MRF
with Adaptive filtering
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